In a series of poignant letters, Olga, an elderly Italian woman, writes to her teenage granddaughter in America, trying to encourage her independence and self-fulfillment as she relates the painful lessons of her own life and that of her daughter. 

Seventy-five: An Old Woman's Life is a vivid, candid, soul-baring account of the triumphs and tragedies of an immigrant's life in America. An elderly woman in Italy writes to her granddaughter in America, trying to encourage her independence and self-fulfillment as she relates the painful lessons of her own life and that of her daughter.
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They can't fly away. But if the children can save one swan, won't they have saved the freedom of all?

Two children, one from a family living in misery and one well-off, from an alliance amid the turmoil. Through their senses, the cityscape unfolds its wonders, its rich smells and colors, as they try to make sense of the events swirling around them. And they hatch a plan. For the third time in their lives, the swans have migrated from Russia to the Black Sea and set up shop at the center of Anatolia. For the generals, they are an affirmation, and their wings must be broken so the children can save oneswan, the only way they've seen saved the freedom of all.

The Trench of the World

Series 2 Book 4

How to Lose a Country: The 7 Steps from Democracy to Dictatorship

Turkey is a rich and lively world of stories with a lasting cast of characters, passionate and brave men and women who defy or embrace their destiny in a way that is both beautiful and profound. And this is why the mystery of Turkey is so mesmerizing, so compelling. It is the mystery of Turkey that makes it a place of wonder, a place of beauty, a place of mystery, a place of history, a place of culture, a place of art, a place of music, a place of food, a place of people, a place of places.

Takine takes on the political elite in Pyongyang are acutely aware of their nation's domestic and foreign problems, they are plagued by weakness and divisiveness, and they are plagued by a devastating war that has lasted for decades. They are plagued by the regime's failure to provide for the needs of its people, and they are plagued by the regime's failure to provide for the needs of its people. The regime's failure to provide for the needs of its people is a constant threat to the regime's survival, and it is a threat that the regime cannot afford to ignore. 

Fifty-five years after its founding at the dawn of the cold war, North Korea remains a land of illusions. Isolated and anarchonic, the country and its culture to be dominated exclusively by the official ideology of Juche, which emphasizes national self-reliance, independence, and worship of the supreme leader, General Kim Jong Un. Yet this belief in Juche is not based on the realities of life in North Korea, but rather on the strategies of the regime, which use propaganda and other means to control the minds of its people. 

Sister's star amid Turkey's real-life fight for freedom. Tragically, Çaglar's efforts are sabotaged by a little incident internationally known as the Taksim riots. Now it seems Çaglar only one recourse: he will have to use the riots to his advantage. After all, who wouldn't want to watch a child on the air force's sleeping崻e bed. Yet rather than initiate the sort of market reforms that were implemented by other communist governments, the North Korean leaders have repeatedly attempted to reverse the policies of the 1950s: mass mobilization, concentration on heavy industry, and increased ideological indoctrination. Instead, they have maintained an ideology of national self-reliance, independence, and worship of the supreme leader, General Kim Jong Un.

In a society of poignancy and death, they have no need to name an heir, the court is thrown into tumult. Princess Pari, the Shah's daughter and protégée, knows more about the inner workings of the palace than almost anyone, but her maneuvers to install order after her father's sudden death include deceit and ambitious schemes. 

The author suffering from writer's block witnesses the accidental shooting of a young Kurdish woman who loses the baby she is carrying. Eventually finding a true understanding of the situation and rediscovering his own creativity with a new moral certainty, he is awarded the Nobel prize in literature. The Book of Swords is a novel by Matthew Lewis. It is the sequel to the first novel in the series, The Sword of Swords. 

Gizle"

'This is essential' Margaret Atwood on Twitter 'She's one of the most acute and perceptive analysts of the furtive growth of fascism. Everyone should know about this' Philip Pullman 'Vibrates with outrage' The Times

The Lost Word

Secret Journal 1836-1837

The author of Like a Sword Wound weaves an "ambitious and intelligent thriller about love and war" in the early 1860s: a time of revolution and war, a time of change and turmoil, a time of intense emotions and complex relationships. 

One of the most acclaimed and powerful novels of modern Turkey is set across Europe, but retains the Turkish-Kurdish flavor of its setting. The book is a powerful exploration of the复杂 and subtle dynamics of international politics, war, and warfare, and the ways in which they interact and influence each other. 

The Muz Sesleri Ece Temelkuran

Ece Temelkuran is a well-known Turkish journalist and author. Her books have been translated into several languages and have won numerous awards. She is known for her insightful and engaging writing style, as well as her ability to bring complex issues to life in a way that is both accessible and thought-provoking.

When wyo Hoffman, a cancer survivor and writer of A Good Day, starts a knitting class for her patrons, she forms a special friendship and bond with three extraordinary women—Jacqueline, Carol, and Alix. Ece Temelkuran talks about the importance of friendship and the power of storytelling in her new memoir, Friends, Lovers, and the Lost Word.
Joe Biden’s administration promises a massive economic shift while a decisive contest unfolds over voter suppression. ... the decades long resistance to market fundamentalism. But it remains divided and incoherent. It is time for the left to

Last call for humanity? Americans can now secure or destroy the world. From Anthony Barnett, the creator and former ... His aim: to consolidate his nativist rule. He was, and still is, supported by tens of millions of Americans. In response,

A “magical, marvellous” epic of an empire in collapse: Book one in the acclaimed Ottoman Quartet by the award-winning ... of the new Turkey. In Like a Sword Wound, a modern-day resident of Istanbul is visited by the ghosts of his ancestors,

Two Green Otters

The Seven Great Monarchies of the Ancient Eastern World

Humanity and America after Trump and the Pandemic

The Time of Mute Swans

The bestselling author of Last Train to Istanbul returns with a tale of love defying all boundaries. Sabahat, a beautiful ... pursues her education, rare for young Turkish women in the 1920s. But no one—least of all Sabahat herself—expects the

The Shop on Blossom Street

A Novel

Tom’s Quest reaches a terrifying climax! If Malvel takes the Warlock’s Staff to the Eternal Flame, he will rule all lands forever. But there is one more Beast to battle: Torpix the Twisting Serpent! Only by defeating both Torpix and Malvel will Tom fulfill his Quest...

Fifty-year-old Susannah Nelson returns to her childhood home and to the garden she has always loved, where she discovers that some paths were meant to be taken and others were meant to be buried forever.

The Shop on Blossom Street

Love in Exile

Mediterranean Waltz

The Diffusion of Culture ... The Fire Sermon

Inside the Painter’s Studio

The Insane and the Melancholy

embrace an open, ecological politics or the world will be subordinated to the regimes of the Iron Men and their successors. Joe Biden’s administration promises a massive economic shift while a decisive contest unfolds over voter suppression. ... the decades long resistance to market fundamentalism. But it remains divided and incoherent. It is time for the left to